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Datacenters are central to today’s connected, information saturated 
world. They also guzzle a major chunk of the world’s total electricity 
consumption, both from powering the data infrastructure itself, 
and removing the excess heat that infrastructure generates. 

Over the last few decades, continual innovation in both 

cooling technologies and individual component performance 

has helped datacenters deliver better performance per watt. 

But this may not be the case much longer.

This Register white paper explains why, and details 

the specific role of server chip designs and inefficient 

SRAM memory.

It also identifies how innovation in memory management 

technology from ZeroPoint Technology AB offer a way to 

address that SRAM dilemma, increase server utilization 

and efficiency, and help reduce datacenter power 

consumption overall.

Introduction

Executive Summary

Datacenters accounted for 
around 1.3 percent of total 
demand, or 220 to 320 
TWh, in 2021 according to 
the International Energy 
Agency (IEA).

The digital world relies on datacenters to function, which in 

turn rely on servers which rely on processors. And all of these 

rely on electricity.

While growth in worldwide spending on datacenter 

infrastructure is expected to slow down to 5.5 percent in 

2023, it will still hit a quarter of a trillion dollars, according 

to Gartner, and will accelerate by 6.1 percent to $238bn 

in 20241.

But while most people in the IT industry are familiar with the 

key components of datacenters  - namely servers, storage, 

and networking – there’s one crucial element that often 

gets overlooked: energy. Those hardware components rely 

on electricity, as do the cooling systems which stabilize 

the datacenter environment to keep them operating at an 

optimum level.

Surprisingly, despite the proliferation of data infrastructure 

since the turn of the century, the growth in global 

datacenters’ energy consumption as a proportion of global 

electricity demand has stayed relatively stable. Datacenters 

accounted for around 1.3 percent of total demand, or 220 

to 320 TWh, in 2021 according to the International 

Energy Agency (IEA) for example. But this figure does 

not include another 100 to 140TWh consumed by 

cryptocurrency mining2.

The IEA believes that this relative stability is down to 

efficiency improvements at the hardware and cooling levels, 

Footnotes

1. https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2023-04-06-gartner-forecasts-worldwide-it-spending-to-grow-5-percent-in-2023
2. https://www.iea.org/reports/data-centres-and-data-transmission-networks

https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2023-04-06-gartner-forecasts-worldwide-it-spending-to-grow-5-percent-in-2023
https://www.iea.org/reports/data-centres-and-data-transmission-networks
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as well as a shift to more efficient cloud and hyperscale 

facilities. But it also notes that energy consumption by large 

datacenters has been growing in recent years, and longer-

term trends are “highly uncertain”.

Moreover, datacenter operators are facing additional 

changes that are harder for them to control. Energy prices 

have become more volatile, while datacenter operators 

in some regions have experienced uncertainty over their 

ability to get enough power into their facilities. In parallel to 

this, amidst concern over climate change, both populations 

and regulators have become more concerned about power 

consumption in datacenters, raising question marks over 

operators’ ability to build facilities or extend existing ones 

in the future.

A problem of memory

Energy consumption is clearly an ongoing problem for 

datacenter operators and their suppliers.

As noted, technology vendors have helped operators to keep 

ahead of the curve by making their products more efficient. 

The manufacturers of CPUs and other core processors in 

particular have managed to squeeze out ever more work 

per watt from their designs. Two key achievements stand 

out here.

Firstly, chip manufacturers have built out the number of 

cores per unit, allowing them to process more work. Intel’s 

latest Xeons have as many as 60 cores for example, while 

AMD’s EPYC processor range features as many as 96 and 

Ampere recently revealed that its new AmpereOne CPU 

packs in as many as 192 cores.

This has happened because of, and in parallel with, a shift to 

ever smaller component sizes. In 2010, Intel was just moving 

to a 32 nanometer (nm) production process. In 2023, it is 

ready to begin transitioning from a 7nm process to 4nm, with 

1.5nm components on the horizon.

The result is increased density of components, popularly 

known as Moore’s law, leading to faster, more power-efficient 

processors.  Or put another way, server manufacturers, 

and hence their customers, have been able to deliver more 

performance per watt of energy.

The trouble is, this path has become increasingly bumpy, 

and in one respect progress has effectively come to a stop.

SRAM is a crucial component of CPUs and other processing 

units, in the form of on-chip cache. In today’s CPU designs, 

SRAM already accounts for up to 40 percent of the total die 

area. Intel’s Xeons feature up to 112.5MB of cache while 

AMD’s EPYC processors carry up to 384MB of level 3 cache 

(its 3D V-cache also allows additional cache to be placed 

directly onto the CPU die). This is not just a potential problem 

for CPU vendors -NVIDIA’s A100 GPU carries 40MB of 

cache, for example, Once again, it’s Ampere which is really 

pushing the envelope – its new AmpereOne CPU features 

64MB of L3 cache and 2MB per each of its 192 cores which 

together deliver a total of 448MB of L2/L3 cache combined.

But while manufacturers are able to continue scaling other 

components, progress in scaling SRAM has ground to a halt. 

This was illustrated by TSMC last year, when it announced 

its 3nm node, but confirmed this would not be extended 

to SRAM3.

As other components 
decrease in size, and more 
cores are added, each with 
its own cache requirements, 
this imbalance will become 
even more pronounced.

Footnotes

3. https://www.tomshardware.com/news/no-sram-scaling-implies-on-more-expensive-cpus-and-gpus

https://www.tomshardware.com/news/ampere-unveils-192-core-cpu
https://www.tomshardware.com/news/ampere-unveils-192-core-cpu
https://www.tomshardware.com/news/no-sram-scaling-implies-on-more-expensive-cpus-and-gpus
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This means SRAM will not continue to shrink in line with 

other components. As other components decrease in 

size, and more cores are added, each with its own cache 

requirements, this imbalance will become even more 

pronounced. Chip designers will be forced to devote an 

ever-increasing share of the die to increasing amounts of 

cache, that will be markedly less power efficient than other 

on-die components.

This has worrying implications for datacenter operators’ 

ability to squeeze ever more work out of their infrastructure 

while continuing to hold the line on power consumption.

Breaking the SRAM Bottleneck

It’s clear then that on-chip cache presents a literal as well 

as a logical bottleneck when it comes to being able to reduce 

the size of CPUs, GPUs, and other processing units.

Which begs the question, if more SRAM can’t be squeezed 

into a smaller area, is it possible to squeeze more data into 

existing SRAM?

This is the insight behind ZeroPoint’s Cache-MX technology. 

The company’s key observation is that RAM – both dynamic 

and static – is both generally underutilized and cluttered with 

unnecessary information. If the CPUs, and other processors, 

in servers and other devices were able to use RAM more 

efficiently, that would mean less writes and reads to and 

from RAM, equating to better utilization and power 

efficiency overall.

ZeroPoint aims to achieve this with a combination of 

data compression and data compaction algorithms, and, 

depending on the application, a memory management driver. 

The compression reduces the size of the data being written 

to cache by the driver, while the compaction technology and 

the hardware accelerated memory management ensures the 

efficient use of the gaps created, in real time.

To that end, the company has a family of products that target 

different levels of the memory hierarchy, from handheld 

devices to servers. Cache-MX is its technology for SRAM in 

level 2 and 3 cache.

ZeroPoint’s Cache-MX technology

In a traditional SRAM architecture, tags are used to identify 

the blocks of data stored in the cache. There is a one-to-one 

mapping of tags in the tag array to cache lines in the 

data blocks.

ZeroPoint’s architecture requires the addition of an 

IP block to the last level cache controller. The IP block 

carries ZeroPoint’s compression/decompression and data 

compaction algorithms, which are already silicon verified as 

part of another product. 

The IP block also supports the creation of additional tag 

arrays. This allows the tag-array to be decoupled from the 

data array, meaning the number of tags can be increased. The 

tags are modified with additional metadata. The result is the 

tag array can address more logical blocks per physical frame 

in the data array. Each tag array entry is around 36 bits, but 

this still represents a very small portion of the overall cache.

ZeroPoint’s algorithms deliver on-the-fly compression of 

cache line insertions, and on-the-fly decompression of read/

evicted cache lines. In effect, it allows two portions of data 

to be squeezed into each uncompressed cache line. The data 

compaction algorithm ensures that two cache line insertions 

are made into each cache line in the data array. This could 

be increased to three or more in future generations of 

the technology.

In effect, ZeroPoint’s 
algorithms allow two 
portions of data to be 
squeezed into each 
uncompressed cache line.
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The result is that each physical megabyte of SRAM is now 

perceived by the system as 2MB. Or, from a real estate point 

of view, what is effectively 2MB of SRAM now takes up the 

same area as 1MB. And crucially, there is a proportional 

power saving.

None of this requires modifications to the data-array 

itself. This is all transparent to the operating systems and 

applications running on the system, meaning there is no need 

for software changes or tuning.

Benchmark results to die for

When run across a series of industry standard benchmarks, 

ZeroPoint’s Trainless algorithm delivered markedly 

better performance than the state-of-the-art BDI 

cache-line algorithm.

ZeroPoint Trainless delivered a compression ratio of over 

2.0 on both the SPEC2017FP and Renaissance benchmarks, 

just shy of 2.5 on the MLPerf/Training, and 2.5 on the 

MonetDB+TPC-H benchmark.

Compression/decompression performance was enhanced 

further when ZeroPoint Z-ZID was applied. Z-ZID mixes 

trainless and training algorithms and requires a software 

library that adapts at runtime according to the data stored in 

the cache. This is the algorithm carried in the IP block used in 

ZeroPoint’s Cache-MX solution.

In tests Z-ZID delivers a compression ratio of over 2.0 on 

SPEC2017INT, almost 2.5 on SPEC2017FP, over 2.5 on 

MonetDB+TPC-H, and more than 3.0 on Renaissance and 

MLPerf/Training.

There is a latency penalty of up to 8 cycles for compression/

decompression, plus an additional cycle for the tag 

decoupling, in a system running at 1.6Ghz. Preliminary 

test results suggest that figure can be pushed further up to 

2.2GHz, with even high frequencies possible to meet the 

timings on higher level caches. While this would be a problem 

at the first or zero level cache, ZeroPoint’s view is that this 

is not a problem at level two or three cache.

Taking a broader view, ZeroPoint says Cache-MX will deliver 

a 25 percent improvement in CPU performance per watt, 

while using half the amount of SRAM, and with the same 

amount of energy consumed.

Cache-MX will deliver a 25 
percent improvement in 
CPU performance per watt, 
while using half the amount 
of SRAM, and with the same 
amount of energy consumed.

When the full array of ZeroPoint’s technologies – Cache-

MX, memory bandwidth acceleration, and dense memory 

expansion - are deployed in a server, the company says total 

performance per watt can be boosted by 50 percent.

Conclusion

ZeroPoint is an IP licensing company, and its technology is 

not yet in full production. But it has been verified in FPGA, 

and its compression IP has been taped out on a TSMC chip in 

a 5nm process.

The technology is in product development with silicon 

vendors at present, though silicon development life cycles 

are typically 18 to 24 months. As we’ve seen, ZeroPoint’s 

technology can be applied to various levels of the 

memory hierarchy, which means it can be applied to other 

applications, such as smart devices.
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However, datacenters are one of the most pressing use cases 

given their tremendous power consumption, and the scaling 

issues silicon vendors are already facing.

On a macro scale, other technologies are likely to come 

into play as datacenter operators look to reduce power 

consumption overall – whether because they’re balking 

at rising electricity bills or because they’re forced to by 

regulators. Simply managing cooling is a major focus, with 

solutions ranging from on-chip cooling to total immersion of 

servers, to relocating datacenters to chillier climates.

However, this only solves part of the energy equation. Even if 

the cooling issue was solved to the extent that costs could be 

ABOUT ZEROPOINT

ZeroPoint Technologies AB is a semiconductor IP licensing 

company that emerged in 2016, stemming from extensive 

compression technology research in academia. We 

have revolutionized the field with our groundbreaking 

high-performance, low-latency memory compression 

technology, offering unmatched energy efficiency. Backed 

by 30 granted patents, our expertise lies in energy and 

performance-efficient memory architectures.

Collaborating with industry leaders, we actively engage 

in product implementation projects and conduct 

technical evaluations. Our cutting-edge technology is 

currently deployed in Server CPU and Smart device SoC 

development, enabling accelerated memory bandwidth and 

expanded capacity with exceptional power efficiency.

Join us on the forefront of innovation as we redefine 

memory compression. ZeroPoint Technology: Remove the 

Waste and Release the Power.

reduced to zero, silicon and system designers would still need 

to provide sufficient memory space for an ever-increasing 

core count per die. And datacenter operators would still face 

the challenge of ensuring that their compute infrastructure is 

fully utilized.

So, what ZeroPoint promises at the micro scale is 

complementary to anything datacenter architects can hope 

to achieve at a macro scale. Which means chip designers can 

continue to realize the benefits and efficiencies of scaling 

their products, while datacenter operators can continue to 

increase utilization and decrease power consumption.

Sponsored by ZeroPoint.


